Bodies from the Ice: Melting Glaciers and the Recovery of
the Past tells the story of Earth's melting alpine glaciers and
the recent archaeological discoveries made there—the longhidden bodies of hunters, soldiers, shepherds, mountain
climbers, dairymaids, and even children. As their bodies are
revealed, scientists study them to learn more information about
the earth’s past. But what will happen if glaciers disappear
altogether? Recipient of the 2009 Sibert Informational Book
Honor Award, Outstanding Science Trade Book for Students K-12, Notable Book for
Children 2009 (American Library Association).
Bodies from the Ash: Life and Death in Ancient Pompeii
tells the story of the victims of ancient Pompeii after Mt.
Vesuvius erupted on August 24 and 25, AD 79. In the 1700s,
the town and its treasures were rediscovered—along with the
skeletons of people who did not escape. By studying these
individuals and their possessions, scientists tried to piece
together their tragic stories. Best Children’s Books of 2005
(School Library Journal), Notable Children's Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies,
Outstanding Science Trade Book for Students K-12

Bodies from the Bog tells who the bog people were, how they
lived, what they believed, and what the future holds for them
hundreds and even thousands of years after their deaths. The
book also explains the mysterious nature of peat bogs that
allows bodies to be preserved. Best Children’s Books of 1998
(School Library Journal), Top 100 Children’s Books of 1998
(BCCB), Notable Book for Children 1999 (ALA).

3 NBs of Julian Drew is a novel about the strange and sometimes magical
life of 15-year-old Julian Drew. He buys a notebook (NB). Then, using a
secret code and writing to someone he calls U, he begins to fill his NB.
Word by mysterious word, his NBs become a refuge from his bewildering
circumstances and a record of a special dream about U and the journey he
undertakes to solve the puzzle of his life. An ALA Popular Paperback for
Young Adults, Notable Book in Language Arts 1995 (National Council of
Teachers of English).

NEW! Faces from the
Past: Forgotten People
of North America
concerns the facial
reconstruction of historic
remains found in North
America. The faces (and
their histories) include:
Spirit Cave Man (whose
remains were found in a
Nevada cave), a French
sailor from La Salle’s last
expedition, a woman
from colonial New York, the enslaved servants from a
New York farmstead, a Mexican soldier killed in the
Texas War for Independence, and a buffalo soldier who
died a terrible death in a lonely western outpost. Filled
with amazing images and historical details, the book is
“impressive and fascinating” (Kirkus Reviews).

Auschwitz: Voices
from the Death Camp
and Kristallnacht: The
Nazi Terror that
Began the Holocaust
are two books in a new
series entitled The
Holocaust through
Primary Sources. Auschwitz tells the story of the
infamous Death Camp and features ten primary source
accounts, including the camp commandant, a camp
officer, and eight prisoners. Kristallnacht explains the
four-day pogrom and also features ten primary source
accounts, including victims, witnesses, and perpetrators
of the attacks.

Author James M. Deem will be visiting on
. If you would like to order any of his books to be autographed during
his visit, please indicate the number of copies you would like below. Information about each of the books is on the
back.
The form should be turned in with payment by

.

Indicate number of copies ordered
Faces from the Past: Forgotten People of North America

18.99

Bodies from the Ice: Melting Glaciers and the Recovery of the Past

17.00

Bodies from the Ash: Life and Death in Ancient Pompeii

17.00

Bodies from the Bog (paperback)

7.99

3NBs of Julian Drew (paperback)

13.95

Auschwitz: Voices from the Death Camp (paperback)

9.95

Kristallnacht: The Nazi Terror that Began the Holocaust (paperback)

9.95

Total Price:
Special Autographing Instructions:

For more information about James M. Deem, visit his website at
www.jamesmdeem.com

